Reading for Monday Lecture

- Complete your reading of 18.4 Black Holes, and look over the relativity chapter S3 Spacetime & Gravity
- Begin overview reading of Chap 19: Our (Milky Way) Galaxy – main focus next week
- New Homework Set 7 still available, and graded HW 6 + answers can be retrieved

Hurrah! We (sort of) still love exams!

Today’s Prime Event

- SECOND MID-TERM EXAM in class: 45 min, closed book, reminder sheet + calculators allowed, individual effort only
- Several versions of exam – identical content, but shuffled questions
- When finished, turn in exam paper plus scan sheet to us at front
- Graded exam will be returned Wed 16 Mar
- Pick up new Homework Set 7 on Milky Way on the way out if you still need one

Your name & student ID on scant sheet, plus twice on exam paper (p1 & p5)

Use #2 pencil for bubbles

Erase with care if needed